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i 
This invention concerns improvements in or re 

lating to ammunition supply systems for‘auto 
_ matic ?rearms of the kind in which the ammuni 
tion is disposed remotely of the ?rearm. ' 

_ ‘To enable ammunition to pass from the source 
of supply to the ?rearm it is customary to form 
the ammunition into a belt which is drawn to 
wards the ?rearm during operation of the latter. 
If the ammunition belt is drawn along a chute 
to the ?rearm the links of the belt maintain the 
long axis of the rounds of ammunition substan 
tially parallel and as a consequence the belt may 
travel in one direction along a straight line path, 
‘the side of the chute (that is the portions thereof 

. which lie adjacent the ‘base and nose of the 
rounds) being disposed parallel to said path. 

Prior to‘the rounds of ammunition entering the 
?rearm the belt is disintegrated to separate the 

. rounds of ammunition from the connecting links, 
: a stripper mechanism being provided for this pur 
> pose. 7 Usually the stripper mechanism is mounted 
. on the gun so that the belt is disintegratedimme 
.diately prior to the j rounds being fed into the 
._breech. When solocated the general ?eld of View 
gisred‘uced for the gunner which is a particular _ 
.disadvantage when the ?rearm is mounted in tur 
1 retsisuch as for tanks, high-speed motor boats 
I and aircraft. In such installations it'is' desirable 
“I therefore to place the stripper mechanism at a 
_ distance from the firearm." ‘This arrangement .re 
quires that the ‘chute along which the disinte 
grated ammunition passes be curved to conform 
.with the natural tendency of the ammunition 
,to ‘move- in a curved path in view of the fact 
vthat‘the cartridge cases are tapered, l._e. the long 
. axis of the rounds are inclined to one another. 

rIfhe present invention has for its object to pro 
vide means whereby separated rounds of ammue 
"nigtion (i. e. ammunition which is not connected 
together by links to form a belt) are maintained 

1 with theirlong axis parallel to one another so that 
‘ qtheroundswillmove along- a straight-line path. 

“- _According~to "the present invention an ammu 
vmtion supply svsiemfer automatic ?rearms of 
;the kind; hereinbei'ore set forth is characterised 
“in that the roundsof am'munitionytravel over at 

. ‘ least apart of the path from the source of supply 
;.to the ?rearm I in a separated condition and in 

- that as the ammunitionis fed towards'the?rearm 
“each roundis automaticallyengaged by a spacing 
imemb‘er‘ whichlis carried along therewith so that 
ithe'long-aiics bijthé rounds are maintained sub- . 
Iilstantially parallel to- one another asthe ammuni-. 

‘ premieres-none the path‘ referred to, said sepa-_ 
‘ qratingi’member. being‘ ‘automatically‘disengaged 
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' _ chine guns 'generallyvindicated. by; the reference 
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_‘ ammunition supply system,‘ 

' rounds, 

I part of ‘thesiipply system, 7 

- immediately prior to 
_ ?rearm. > 

“ Figure 1, and 
45' 

munition chutes.' 1» - _ ~ ~ I - 

‘ A single belt of ammunition passes-Jimmie ' 
1‘ source of ‘supply located within the fuselage-to 
f'the bottom of the turret and. entering?the'llatter 

2 ' . 

from the round prior to the latter entering 
gun. - ‘ ‘ ‘ 

Preferably the number of separating members 
is less than the number of rounds with which they 
are to be used and said separating members travel 
from their position of engagement with’ the 
rounds to their position of disengagement thereof 
and thence back to their position of engagement 
in a closed circuit, the separating members be 
ing repeatedly used. ' y ' _ 

A speci?c‘ embodiment of the present invention 
will now be described, by way of example, as ap 
plied to an ammunition supply system'jior use in 
conjunction with a gun turret which is located on 
the upper surface of the fuselage‘of an aircraft. 
The description will be made with reference to 
the accompanying drawings whereof," “ ’ 
Figure '11s a diagrammatic view showing ‘the 

the 

Figure 2 is a schematic detail of the‘ system with 
some cartridges shown in section, ; ‘ ‘ ' ‘ . 

‘Figure ‘3 is a sectional view to‘ anfenlarged scale 
on the line 3—3 of Figure l andgshowing' the spec 
ing members being applied“ to the rounds of am 
munition, ‘ ' ‘ , ‘ 1 .L 

Figure 4 is a'section on the'line 4+4 ‘o'fiFi’gure 1 
showing a round of ammunition with'a spacing 

7 member thereon, travelling within thechuteto 
wards a'?rearm, , . _ H 

vFigure 5 is a section on the line‘5--'5 of'Figure 
1 showing a round of ammunition with‘ a‘ spacing 
Jmember and another‘ spacing ‘member being re‘ 
turnecl to its position of‘ engagement with the 

Figure 6 is a sectional view, to an enlarged scale, 
on the 1ine til-60f Figure 8 showing a detailof 

' Figure '7 is a sectional viewon the line T-Tof 
Figure 1' showing the means which is provided to 
remove the spacing members from ‘thejroun'ds 

the rounds being fed. into the 

Figure Sis a view in the direction oifarrow'? of 

Figure 9 is a detail ‘of a part of one of~the ‘amen 

passes; upwardly towards’ a'pair“ oi’ c'annon‘fma 

numper , it ‘(in Figure“ .1. J The, ammunition.‘ belt 
~ passes from the source Qf 
‘ a’ chute which is anchored atrav‘point b 
‘turret andiion the axis of ' I ‘comet's? 

supplyv to ~ the turret-by l 
t.» 



3 
A ?exible supply chute which is capable of being 
twistedqyithi. rotation of. the turret: extends along 
said axisi to’thélbottom of the turret; The am 
munition belt after passing into the turret is 
drawn along a turret chute l i by a stripper mecha 
anism l2 which disintegrates. the ammunition 
belt. A single stripper mechanismds; provided» 
which is common to the pair of cannon‘machine 
guns l0 and is similar tethe- mechanism dis~~ 
closed in Patent 2,481,"i26;~.v Means-are‘, provided 
whereby the supply chuterandl hence the:.ammu-'v . . 
nition belt therein is permitted to be twisted by‘ 

. . the turret aboutrits anchorage'from a. datumzpo 
sition through a complete circle whereupon. it‘is 
automatically untwisted and brought back to the 
datum position. The source of ammunition-sum 
ply, the supply chute, the anchorage for theliat-? 
ter and the means for‘ automatically untwisting 
the supply chute are not shown in the accom 

__panying drawings as these form no part of the 
‘*presentinvention: ' ' " 

The. ammunition belt is. disintegrated. in. the 
'fstri‘ppen-.,mech.anism. ‘and. the separated‘. rounds 
2i, .om' the; single ‘belt? are. fed'by ‘said mechanism 
“to'thefpai'r. ‘of.’ machine guns, the arrangement 
Ib'eingTthat.separated rounds. from the. stripper 
j: mechanism Ware, "delivered. into a'passageway 
: l"3‘(Fi’gure'I)’_which terminates .ata fork l'4,,,each 
branch ‘of ‘which leads into an accumulator chute 

‘(Each accumulator chute‘ is. pivotally‘mounted 
‘Q-a's‘at 'l‘?fand'“isfconnectedwith. said~ fork ‘by a 
telescopiclarm l1‘ (see. Figure 9);. Each accumu 

“l'atorl. chute is Furgedi'by anv associated'springj 23 
. Cw . 

11)., soj that they telescopic portion is of‘minimum 
"length"andtheiarrangement is such that when 
_. rpundshoi, ammunition; are. fed into Sthe chutes a 
"certain‘nu‘mber of them accumulate th'erein,_, the 
vItelescopic,arm of thejchute' ‘l1 being extended'for 
' this purpose." " Thegright-hand‘fichute I‘Bf'shown in 
‘Figure. l. isin the. position invjwhichi the telescopic 
"arm is"iofljminimumv length‘. and ‘no ‘rounds are ac~ I 
“ cumulatedfin" the" chute: 1,5‘ whilst the; left-hand 
“chute I‘5"‘has*been shown in theposition‘ in .which. 
fth Ttelescopic. arm is. of maximum. length. and 
_‘fth " ax'imum permissible,number'ofrounds' are 

_ 'cumulated' thereinzf 'An'adit" extends ,from' the 
“delivery end‘ of'each accumulator '15 ‘to. the.‘ asso 
r‘c,iatecLgun Ill. The fork l4 isa‘symm'etricaLone 

- "ratearrouhds are , fed" “along the ‘passageway 13 
fsucb‘es'siva‘ rounds automatically pass alternately 
"‘intd'the pair ofaccumulator chutes l5." Inorder 
to regulate. the passagepof the rounds of ammuni 

.of,_. the machine, guns is, out . ofjcornmission “there 
‘disposedfat, tuej'roikil‘atand. associated. with 

“ each‘. accumulator chute I 5] a de?ector “plate. 
.1 \ t<.-v'vill§be§clearirom,.what. has been. said. above 
"that vseparated rounds of ammunition are- fed 
rennet-the passageway .13- tn the feel; .1' §-'-'Phr.Q“gh 
each accumulator chute I5 and along 1-:its3as 
sociated; adit; Itv to one of the-machineguns I0.; 
jWith the disintegration of the ammunitionibelt, 

' .ytheglgng axis of each- round of ammunition is 
snot-longer.- maintained generally parallel ‘to, one 
iianotheriiand'. the; rounds-have a natural tendency 

‘Ii iancnoredito a?iced' support. 40,..Figure. 

' " witlijsuchf'a' construction when the sepa- 
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and adits is undesirable in view of the compound 
.- curvatures which are necessary-and the present 
4 inventionv generally proposes that; the. rounds of 
ammunition shall be maintained parallel to one 

5‘ another as they travel from the stripper mech 
anism 1.2_ to each machine gun It). This is 
achieved by placing a ring 19 (see Figure 4) on 
thenose“ of each projectile 20 prior to the belt 
passing intothe stripper mechanism I2, the ring 

v10-. having. a diameter substantially equal to that 
oil theibasetoi the: round. Immediately prior to 
each: rouncli of ammunition being fed into the 
gunbreech the ring 19 is removed and-returned 
1711391. convenient‘ point for re-use with the s'uce 

15 ceeding rounds of ammunition which are being 
fed‘ towards-thei-?rearms. 
The following description of the means by 

‘which. a- ring is placed on and removed from each 
projectile is made with-reference to the ammuni 

20 tion supply for one machine gun and it is to be 
understood " that" similar- means‘ is” also’ provided 

for the otherigun; . h 1 "j ' . A‘ rin‘g?chutergenerally'indicatedby'the‘refter 

ence numeral; 2-1‘ in Figure I is provided: which 
25 extends-froma point‘ ahead; of the‘admission side 

of the-‘stripper-mechani'sm' IT to a‘forkrlzlwhich 
‘branches into“ a pair' of’ accumulator chutes‘ 24 
each of which is connected with an adi-t 25‘ which 
extends towards'the- associatedv gun?‘ H]. In" order 

30 to prevent, confusion between- the passageway, 
accumulator‘ chutes and: aditst for" the‘ammuni 
tiOn' and‘for'the: rings‘the" formef‘will be; referred 
to' as‘ the‘ ammunition passagewam; ammunition 
accumulator chutes'and ammunition aditisi‘tvhilst 

35 ' the latter" will be. referred‘ tofa's~ the ring passage 
way; ringl accumulator'chutes- andi'rin‘g' aditsr- 5 
Each‘ ring‘ accumulator“ chute‘ ‘24L i‘s'lof'similar 

construction to- thezr'amm-unition' ‘accumulator 
chutes ‘ I 5: v That'is- each ring-accumulator ispw 

4Q otally mounted at“ 26: so) that‘ its- ho'rizr'mta-li arm 
21' is_ movable" towards and‘ away from the ring 
_forki2l2i' The horizontal‘ arm l1J which? is- con 
nect‘edtotheiform Z'Z‘iiSfte-Iescopic‘ (being ofsimi 
lar construction tothe arrangement-oi’ Figure-‘9) _' 

45 tov provide’: _a‘*continucus* channeli for; thef'rin’gs 
"irrespective of’ the positionpf ~ the ringj'acc'umu 
lator chute relative-to theiringi'forki Eachiri'n'g 
accumulator chute'f'is“ spring-urged“ so’ that-the 
length of’ the telescopic arm 2-1" is a minimum 

50 and as‘ a’ consequencethe rings: lying within 3 the 
'ring‘ accumulator chute areiu'rged“ along-“said 

chute; _ ' ' " I 4 ' The-rings- f9‘ are'placed-ron'thevnose- of‘thepro 

j'ectil'es‘ priorito-the rounds of‘ ammunitiomenter 
55 ing‘the stripper-mechanism l2‘, (as'willjbe here 

inafter? described) and the‘ rounds with" their 
"rings' are fed‘alongi't-hej ammuntionl passageway 
into-j the‘ ammunition‘ accumulator chutes- ‘and 
thus to~ the"- ammunition ‘, adit'saiid2 the" 

60 Since“ each ‘projectileicarries one’lof the 
the rounds'of-‘ammuniitioniid willé-belmai-ntained . ' 
paraller to one- another-as theyipassjpfromif-the } 

“to movelsin accurved path as‘ mentionediabovei " " ‘ 
*l-As QFCOnSECiUGITCQthG passageway-t3‘; ammunitionv . 

correspond 
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, ammunition are fed.‘ in one-‘direction through 
their associated passageway,‘ accumulator and 
adit, towardsthe gun the rings removed fromithe 

_ projectilesof said ammunition are fed ‘along the 
(ring adit, accumulator and passageway in the 
opposite direction towards the turret chute l |.. 

Associated with each branch of’ the ammuni 
tion fork 22 is a sprocket 28 (the ammunition 

, sprocket) the‘ teeth of which are adapted to en 
gage the rounds of ammunition 25 (see Figuresl 
and 2) as they are fed into each‘accumulator. 

'Since the rounds of ammunition as'they pass 
‘through each branch of the fork M are spaced 
apart by. a constant amount as mentioned above, 

7 the sprockets '28 will readily engage with the 
. rounds of ammunition and willbe rotated by the 
ammunition as the latter is fed towards the guns. 
Similarly. a sprocket 29 (the ‘ring sprocket) is 

. associated with each branch of the ring fork 22 
the teeth of said sprocket engaging. with the 
rings as they pass ‘from the ‘ring accumulators 
24 into the ring passageway 2 I. The ammunition 
sprocket 28 and the ring sprocket 29 are ‘associ 
ated with each’ branch of the forks l4 and‘22 and 
are connected together through gearing gener 
ally indicated by the reference numeral 30 (Fig 
ure 2) ‘so that as each round of ‘ammunition 
passes into an ammunition accumulator chute the 
associated ammunition sprocket 28 is rotated to 
drive the ring sprocket .29 and permitone ‘of the 
rings l9v in the corresponding ring accumulator 
chute 24 to pass‘into the ring passageway 2 I. It 
will be clear therefore that the rings l9 from the 

- two ring accumulator chutes 24are permitted to 
pass into the‘ring passageway 21 . at the same 
rate and in the same order as the, rounds ‘of 
ammunition 2e are fed into the associated am 
munition accumulator chutes l5. 7 ' 

Thering passageway 2| is connected with the 
turret chute. ll through the agency ‘of an ac-i 
cumulator chute 3! the construction and opera 
tion of which is the same as the ring accumu 
lator chutes 24 described above (it e. is as shown 
in Fig. 9). The purpose of the accumulator 3| is 
to ensure ‘that any‘freedom between the rings 19 
lying between the ring fork 22 and the point at 
which the ring passageway 2| joins the ‘turret 

. chute ‘H is taken up. ‘Thislaccumulaton chute 
will be referred to hereinafter‘as' the‘ ring pas 
sage accumulator. ‘ I - ‘i ‘i 

"The ring passage accumulator 3| is'attached 
to the side wall of the turret chute! l vwhich lies 
adjacent the projectiles of the ammunition belt 
and communicates with the chute by an opening 
in said side wall-see Figure 3. The ring‘pa's 
sage'accumulator 3| merges into the‘turret chute 
ll adjacent saidopening so that as the” rings 
l9 travel out of the accumulator they enter the 
chute ll through said opening in a direction 
transversely of the chute, that ‘is, with a move 
ment towards theprojectiles of the ammunition 
belt. To ensure? that when the rings reach said 

2 opening they do not fall into the turret chute II 
but are maintained in engagement with the wall 
of the accumulator 3| which ‘is inclined towards 
and merges into the wall‘o’f the turret chute and 
thence in engagement withv ‘the, ‘latter, “a? guide 

- strip 32 is provided to engage the face of the rings 
which is directed towards the“ projectiles] The 

i. guide strip 32 is such as to~leave the central hole 
of the rings exposed (Figure 4). In this way the 

' rings [9 are brought into engagement with the 
nose of the projectiles so that each of the latter 
passes through the central hole of one ring. It 
is to be understood that the guide strip 32 is pro 
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vided on both sides of the turret chute H: as is 
shown in Figure 4 and that said guide strip ex 
tends over the length of the turret chute I l which 
lies between the point of admission of the ring 
passageway 21 to the chute and the entry to the 
stripper mechanism l2. . 
The rings in the ring passage accumulator 3| 

are maintained in contact with each other since 
said accumulator is spring-urged to assumev its 
contracted position whilst the projectiles .of-the 
ammunition belt are spaced apart to a greater 
extent than said rings by the links which-‘con 
nect the rounds together. With a view to spac 
ing the rings so that one is brought into proper 
alignment with each round of ammunition as'the 
rings pass from the ring passage accumulator 3| 
into the turret chute H ‘as described with ref 
erence to Figurer3, there is provided a spacing 
device 36 which comprises a pair’of discs v33 of 
polygonal outline (see Figure 6).. An endless belt 
‘34 passes around the pair of discs 33, the belt 
being provided with a plurality of ?ngers 35 suit 
ably shaped so that each of said ?ngers engages 
one ring as it is delivered into theturret chute II 
from the ring passage accumulator 31.. The ?n 

» gers 35 are arranged so that they will spacethe 
rings apart to the same extent as the distance 
between adjacent rounds of belted ammunition. 
The discs 33 and endless belt 34 carrying. the 
?ngers 35 are disposed to ensure that the ring We 
will be in full engagement with the projectile of 
one round,‘ the next ring l9b will be in partial 
engagement therewith and the third ring |9c will 
not yet have engaged its associated projectile. 
The endless belt is rotated by the belt of ammu 
nition through the agency of the rings Illa, lab 
as the ammunition is drawn along the turret 
chute ll towards the stripper l2, . i . 

Since the ?ngers 35 space the rings I9 to the 
same extent as the rounds of ammunition in 
the belt and are driven by the latter it follows 
that each ring as it ismoved inwardly'from the 
accumulator 3| to chute H is brought accurately 
into alignment with one of the projectiles. 
The'rings are removed from the projectiles 

immediately prior to the rounds of ammunition 
entering the gun. To this end the‘ring adit 25 

. is attached to the side wall of the. ammunition 
adit iii which lies adjacent the projectiles of 
the ammunition belt’ and communication be 
tween the pair of adits is permitted by an opening 

j in said side wall. The ring adit ‘25 branches 
away from the-ammunition adit £8 at‘ said open 
ing and a ‘guide strip 37 is provided adjacent said 
opening to engage the ringsand direct them from 
the ammunition adit l 8 through the opening and 
into the ring adit‘ 25, the arrangement being 
that as the‘ rounds of ammunition pass towards 
the gun the guide strip 3‘! draws the rings jo? the 
nose‘of the projectiles and when this operation 
is completed directs them into-the ring adit“ In 
order to‘ prevent the rounds of ammunition 25 
moving axially towards the inclined wall con 
vnecting the edits‘ 25 and i8. during removal of 
"the rings, a ramp 38 is providedto engage the 
inclined shoulder 39 on‘the cartridge case of the 
rounds of ammunition; . rl‘he ramp 38 also serves 
to support the rounds of ammunition so thatthey 
‘are maintainedin spaced‘relationshipiand are 
therefore, easily ,fed "into the gun. Instead‘ ‘of a 
ramp 33 a lip may be provided to engage the 
extraction groove 40 in the base of the cartridge 
cases. 

The rings which have been drawn oil? the noses 
of the projectiles as described above pass along 
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‘tithe ring Jadit ZSiand no. backato :the :ring: passage 
“accumulator =3]? :in'v ztherimanner indicated... ic-It 
rwillibe . appaizentjherefore that-a limitedznumber 
_:of';rings.. are :in, continuous use ‘to :serve .a yery 
emuchzlarser number. of :rounds. -of ammunition.“ 

We claim: . V ' , . I . 

:1; ammunition supply system for anauto 
gmatim?reann comprising a stripper :mechanism 
z-ndapted to :be disposed :at :a distance ziromial?re 
crarmiforreceivingzaibelttoi annnunition;and.sepa- _ 
:rating :the links connecting the "rounds “in the 
vheltyia‘ 'chutexcommunicated with the stripper 
wmechanism : for. ,:r.eceiv.ing "the separated :rounds 
tandzzedaptedito ‘be connectedto a ?rearm toyin 
Qtmduce therounds in successive fashion. into .Lthe _ 
i. ?rearmraplurality :of ‘SPaCBI‘JmGmbEI‘S,1111831118101‘ 
~.introducing.theispacer members into thestripper 
.:mechanism.: and ‘for-applying : a spacer member to 
"reach around so'thatrthe rounds passathrough the 
'_chute>in:parallel relationship, means for remov 
:ing :the ‘members from the rounds immediately 

' "prior to ;the Vpointwof. introduction ‘of the rounds 
‘to-the ?rearmand'means'for conveyingthe mem 
‘berszso removedback- .tothemeans for introduc 
ing :them .into ' the. stripper mechanism. _ 

:1 2; An‘ammunitionsupplysystem for an auto 
rmatic?rearm comprisinga stripper mechanism 
indaptedto be disposed at a distance .irom'a ?re 
:varmiifori receiving» a belt of ammunition. and 
(separating the links connectingithe rounds in‘the 
belt, a chutewcommunicated with the stripper 
mechanism for receiving the separated ‘rounds 
vand adapted-to beconnected toa ?rearmpto in 
‘:troduce thevroundsin'successive vfashion into the 
"?rearm, . a- plurality of. spacer members, means ‘for 
~feeding the spacer members into the stripper 
wmechanism, and for applying a spacer member to 
each round so that thelrounds pass ‘throughwthe 
chute in parallel relationship, .means for remov 
ing the ‘members from the rounds immediately 
.priorto the-point 0i introduction of the rounds 
to the ?rearm and a chute for conveying the 
:members so removed back to the means for in 
troducing them into the stripper mechanism. 
.3.?The combination of claim 2, "whereinvsaid 

means for feeding said-members comprises a'tele 
vscopic chute, resilient means normally retaining 

" said chute in a contracted position so that the 
members are forced against one another, said 
chute ‘being communicated with the stripper 
.mechanism. y I 

4'. The combination of ‘claim '2, wherein: said 
members are in ring form and engage concentri 
cally-onthe noses of the rounds, and said feeding 

(‘and applying means for the members "includes. 
' a- chute communicated ‘with‘the stripper-mecha 
fnism and guide means for moving ‘the members 
transversely of the stripper mechanism and'lon 
gitudinally of the rounds. 

The combination of claim 4, ‘including ‘ 
=means for spacing said'members in their ‘passage 
ithrough said chute to align each member-with 
"the round to :which'it is to be applied. - ' 

6‘ An ammunition supply system ‘for an auto 
> matic ?rearm comprising a stripper mechanism 
-> adapted- to be disposed at a distance'from a ?re 
:arm and having an inlet for-receiving a belt of 
ammunition and drawing the ammunition to 
]jward the; firearm, said stripper mechanism sepa 
z-rating .thelinks. connecting the rounds together 

53 .. 
iiandi-ipassing separate rounds towards. i?rearm, 
.Faehute communicated with the, strippertmecha 
'inism receiving, the separate .rounds and adapted 
to be conhectedtothe?rearm forintroducing the 

,5 , rounds .into :the ?rearm, ‘a plurality 10f, spacer 
members; :ac'spacing mechanism connected to the 
stripping mechanism. and driven by the :moving 

, zammunition belt, said members being moved in 
spaced stashion :by the spacing mechanism: and 

10 .aligned. with themunds to which they aretto be 
:applied, guide :means connecting the spacing 
mechanism‘ to =thegin1et of. the stripper mech 

, anism :and arranged to .introducethe members 
:intoithentripper mechanism-so that the members 

15 : ‘are-engaged’ ‘on one .of ‘the ‘ends of. the :rounds, 
' .whereby-thexounds are'maintained in the chute 
.rin'parallel-relationship, meansjor-removing said 
-:members :from the .rounds immediately prior to 
the-entrance :of itheirounds into the ?rearm and 

320.43,, chute receiving the members as they "are .re 
:movedzfor conveying the members back to :the 
.spacing'mechanism. ’ ' V 

. ."Z. .The combination of. :claim 6, wherein-said 
.last chute includesatelescopic section'which is 

-- 25 spring-urged to contract so that the spacing 
~ niembersathereinznre forced against one-another. 

'8. ‘The, ceombination of claim v6, wherein :a 
sprocket-isxdisposed-in the chute for'the rounds 
and a sprocket is disposedin the chute-returning 

30 the :members :to the spacing "mechanism, and 
gearing drivingly connects the sprockets together 

i so thatroneg-member and one round ‘with a :mem 
ber thereon‘ passesiin the chutes rat a time. 

‘ammunition :supply system for auto 
‘35 ,matic ?rearms comprising a stripper mechanism 

‘‘ adapted'to be remotely spaced from'the ?rearms 
‘.andjhavingxan inlet'iorreceiving a belt cram 
munition. said mechanism drawing the belt to 

:- wardsthe?rearms and separating the linkscon 
.4o-necting therounds together, a. chute communi 

cated with the stripper mechanism for receiving 
the separate. rounds, telescopic branches‘ on-said 
chute and adapted to be connected to the ?re 
arms. spring 'means normally retaining ‘the 

45 branches in contracted position, a plurality of 
‘spacing members, each adapted to engage one of 
the rounds ‘within _-;the ‘stripping mechanism, 
means foraliening themembers'with the rounds 
and feeding them onto the rounder-means ferre 

50 moving the members from the roundsprior to the 
.entranceoi the mundsinto the-firearms, .a re 
»rtnrnxchnteiforjthe removed members connected 
tothei means for .i'eeding. the. members onto the 

- round, telescopic brancheswon :said'rreturnchute 
55 communicated withthejmeans for removing the 

membersfrom theroundsand'sprine means re-' 
taming said last branches-in tel'escoped position. ‘ 
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